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OPINION AND ORDER

Claimant appeals from a decision of the

Administrative Law Judge filed June 30, 2016.

The Administrative Law Judge entered the

following findings of fact and conclusions of law: 
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1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation
Commission has jurisdiction of the within
claim.

2. The proposed stipulations set forth above are
hereby accepted as fact.

3. The preponderance of the evidence establishes
that the claimant was killed during and in the
course and scope of his employment.

4. El Chico, the respondents, and the intervenors
are protected by the exclusive-remedy
provision of Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-105.

We have carefully conducted a de novo review

of the entire record herein and it is our opinion that

the Administrative Law Judge's decision is supported by

a preponderance of the credible evidence, correctly

applies the law, and should be affirmed. Specifically,

we find from a preponderance of the evidence that the

findings of fact made by the Administrative Law Judge

are correct and they are, therefore, adopted by the Full

Commission.

Thus, we affirm and adopt the decision of the

Administrative Law Judge, including all findings and

conclusions therein, as the decision of the Full

Commission on appeal.
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IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                   
SCOTTY DALE DOUTHIT, Chairman

                                   
CHRISTOPHER L. PALMER, Commissioner

Commissioner Hood concurs.

CONCURRING OPINION

After my de novo review of the entire record,

I am constrained to concur with the majority opinion

which found that the preponderance of the evidence

establishes that the claimant was killed during and in

the course and scope of his employment and that El

Chico, the respondents, and the intervenors are

protected by the exclusive remedy provision of Ark. Code

Ann. §11-9-105.

I reviewed this file trying to find any legal

justification for why the claimant would not have been

performing employment services at the time he was shot
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and killed. However, after reading the testimony of

Michael Easley, and the testimony of Tyrone Barbee taken

during the murder trials of the perpetrators, I can

reach no conclusion other than that the claimant was

performing employment services at the time of his death.

The claimant’s first argument, that the

claimant died from an assault that was not in any way

related to his employment, and was somehow personal in

nature is simply logically and legally incorrect. The

claimant’s attorney argues that the decedent was not

performing employment services because he was fleeing or

attempting to hide at the time of his death. The

respondent attorney correctly refutes this argument by

citing Office of Emergency Services v. Home Ins. Co., 2

Ark. App. 185, 618 S.W. 2d 573 (1981) which states that

actions designed to save life or property of the

employer are employment services. The claimant’s

attorney cites Pilgrims Pride Corp. v. Caldarera, 54

Ark. App. 92, 923 S.W. 2d 290 (1996). However, following

Pilgrims Pride, I find, as did the majority, that if the

claimant was indeed fleeing or attempting to save the

respondent’s property, he was in fact performing

employment services when he was shot.
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Furthermore, any arguments that the claimant

was an active participant in an assault, or that there

was some personal animosity between the claimant and the

perpetrators is simply speculative. No one saw the

shooting. No one knows why the perpetrators killed the

claimant.

As for the increased risk and positional risk

doctrines, the claim is compensable under both. Under

the doctrine of increased risk, injuries are compensable

if the employment exposed the employee to a greater

degree of risk than other members of the general public

in the same vicinity. Jivan v. Economy Inn & Suites, 370

Ark. 414,418, 260 S.W. 3d 281, 285 (2007). The claimant

was a server handling restaurant money during a robbery.

The argument is that this placed him at increased risk.

Even if this is not a correct conclusion, according to

the testimony of Mr. Easley and Mr. Barbee, the claimant

was performing employment services at the time of his

death. He was on the clock. He still had side work to

perform. He still had customers to wait on when the

perpetrators entered the restaurant intent on robbery.

Additionally, the positional risk doctrine applies if

the injury is one that would not have occurred but for
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the fact that the conditions and obligations of the

employment placed the employee in the position where the

injury occurred. Kendrick v. Peel, Eddy & Gibbons Law

Firm, 32 Ark. App. 29, 35, 795 S.W. 2d 365, 369 (1990).

Here, the claimant was a server behind the bar with a

cash register when a restaurant robbery occurred. Any

argument that the positional risk doctrine does not

apply here is simply specious.

Although the majority only obliquely refers to

the fact that the claimant elected the remedy of

workers’ compensation therefore barring a tort action by

the claimant, I find this to be true. The “remedy” the

claimant’s estate received from workers’ compensation:

$6,000 for burial expenses, is paltry, and in my

opinion, a shameful reflection on the benefits available

to decedents without dependents under the Arkansas

Workers’ Compensation Act. But the claimant’s estate did

accept the benefit. Therefore, the estate is bound by

the election of remedies and cannot now seek a remedy in

tort.

The parameters within which we are constrained

to work need to be reviewed.  This decision, while

legally correct, is morally unjust and warrants a
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legislative amendment.  A person who is killed while

advancing the interest of his or her employer should not

need for final expenses.

For the foregoing reasons, I am compelled to

concur with the majority opinion.

                                                        
        PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


